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Algorithms for Unranking Combinations

and Other Related Choice Functions

Abstract

In this report new unranking algorithms are developed for a large class of

choice functions representing various classes of combinatorial objects: combi-

nations, complementary combinations, conjugative nondecreasing choice func-

tions, ordered partitions. Presented algorithms differ with the type of lexico-

graphical order they deal with and the method of binomial coefficient evalua-

tion. The proofs of the correctness provide a unified insight into various existing

unranking techniques. All obtained algorithms are the best known within their

classes. New unranking algorithms can be applied in parallel systems for dis-

tribution subtasks among processors and for parallel generation of of choice

functions including their ordered subsets and random sequences.

1. Introduction

In computer engineering ranking and unranking combinatorial objects is of great
importance from the point of view of many practical applications. Algorithms for
ranking and unranking combinations, permutations, partitions, trees etc., are widely
used is solving combinatorial problems in parallel because they can be applied for
parallel generation of combinatorial objects and also play an important role in dividing
splitable tasks and distribution of resulting subtasks among cooperating processors
[2, 7].

All combinatorial objects we deal with throughout this paper have a common rep-
resentation in the form of choice functions of indexed families of sets. This concept
was proposed in [8] and applied in [2, 3] for the uniform representation of all combi-
natorial objects. Then this representation was used for representing various classes of
combinatorial objects [4, 6, 7]. In this report we restrict our attention to algorithms
for unranking set subsets (combinations) and some of their applications.

Unranking combination algorithms can be used to produce k-subsets of the set
{1,2,...,n}, where: 1 ≤ k ≤ n, for any given sequence of natural numbers including
random sequences. On the basis of unranking algorithms adaptive parallel algorithms
for generation of all C(n,k) combinations were given [1, 11], and one of them lay claim
to be cost-optimal [11]. One unranking combination method [10] was also applied
for indexing ordered partitions [13]. All those algorithms derive elements ai, of the
sequence < a1, ..., ai, ..., ak >, where: 1 ≤ a1 < ... < ai < ... < ak ≤ n, for given
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natural numbers n, k and N (1 ≤ N ≤ C(n,k)), by performing some arithmetic
operations on binomial coefficients [1, 3, 7, 10, 11, 12].

Basically, unranking combinations algorithms can be characterized by two main
criteria: 1) type of linear order defined on the set subsets we deal with, and 2) method
applied for binomial coefficient evaluation. Different characteristics define separate
categories of unranking algorithms. Usually, a lexicographical order is assumed, either
increasing or decreasing. The method of evaluation of binomial coefficients effects on
time and space complexity of given algorithm. Original formulation of early unranking
algorithms was focused on giving a general method rather then an optimal one, so we
may assume that binomial coefficients were there derived by factorialing [10, 13]. Then
new algorithms were proposed with ”restricted factorialing”, where next consecutive
binomial coefficient is obtained by certain modification of the previous one [1, 11].
Since relatively large constants are hidden bihind linear assesments for this category
of algorithms recently another approach was proposed in order to reduce computation
time of multiple unranking: binomial coefficients are picked up from a suplementary
table [3, 7]. A generalization of this tabelar unranking methods to any class of
combinatorial objects can be found in [5].

All known unranking combination algorithms are characterized in Table I.

TABLE I

Algorithm Evaluation Linear Time Space
of binomial order complexity complexity
coefficients

CNR [11] RF IL O(n) O(k)
RANKCINV [1] RF DL O(nk) O(k)
Kth COMBINATION [3] CT IL O(nk) O(nk)
UNRANKCOMB [7] CT DL O(n) O(nk)

RF - Reduced Factorialing, CT - Coefficient Table,

IL - Increasing Lexicographical, DL - Decreasing Lexicographical

Algorithms CNR [11] and UNRANKCOMB [7] are correct and optimal within
their categories. Algorithms RANKCINV [1] and Kth COMBINATION [3] belong to
different categories although they have the same asymptotic time complexity O(nk).
The algorithm Kth COMBINATION was favorable compared in [3] with algorithm
RANKCINV, however both algorithms are nonoptimal within their classes.

In the recent paper algorithm Kth MONOFU was proposed for a class of unranking
monotonic and nondecreasing choice functions [4]. This algorithm had been developed
on the basis of the Kth COMBINATION algorithm and has the same time complexity
O(nk).
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In this raport we present new algorithms for unranking combinations belonging
to various categories. They have reduced time complexities and have not draw-
backs of previous methods. We begin with the algorithm UNRANKCOMB-A which
first version was published without proof of its correctness [7]. Then we present the
algorithm UNRANKCOMB-B which is an improved version of the algorithm Kth

COMBINATION with reduced time complexity and versatile coefficient table. Both
algorithms UNRANKCOMB-A and UNRANKCOMB-B have O(n) time complexity
and use suplementary binomial coefficient tables in the form of Pascal Triangle or
certain its modification. The tables can be used for all pairs {n,k} satisfying certain
obvious restrictions resulting from the size of a given table. Proofs of correctness for
both algorithms are keys for understanding not only all existing but also new algo-
rithms in this area. On the basis of UNRANKCOMB-A, another unranking algorithm,
UNRANKCOMB-C, is developed with O(klogn) time complexity which reveals very
good performance for large n and small k. After minor modifications this algorithm
can be used also for unranking combinations if n is large and (n-k) is small. Our
fourth unranking combination algorithm, UNRANKCOMB-D, belongs to the same
category as RANKCINV but it has only O(n) time complexity.

All four algorithms can be easy modified for unranking nondecreasing choice func-
tions of an indexed family of sets [4]. The resulting algorithms: UNRANKNDCF-A,
UNRANKNDCF-B, UNRANKNDCF-C and UNRANKNDCF-D have O(n), O(n),
O(klogn) and O(n) time complexities, respectively.

The algorithm UNRANKCOMB-C is well suited for unranking lists of ordered
partitions and seems to be the best one for this particular application.

2. Basic notions

Let < Ai >i∈I denote an indexed family of sets Ai = A, where: A ={1, ... ,n},
I ={1, ...,k}, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Any mapping f which ”chooses” one element from each set
A1, ..., Ak is called a choice function of the family < Ai >i∈I [8].

If a suplementary condition: ai < aj, for i < j, and i, j ∈ I, is satisfied then any
choice function κ =< ai >i∈I that belongs to the indexed family < Ai >i∈I is called
increasing choice function of this family. Sets of all increasing choice functions
are representations of the set of all k-subsets (combinations) of the set A (in these
cases we deal in fact with indexed sets Ci = {i, ... ,n-k+i} ⊂ Ai) [2, 3].

Similarily, if another suplementary requirement: ai ≤ aj , for i < j, i, j ∈ I, holds
then any sequence λ =< ai >i∈I that belongs to the indexed family < Ai >i∈I is a
nondecreasing choice function of this family [4].

For given increasing choice function κ =< ai >i∈I that belongs to the in-
dexed family < Ai >i∈I we define a conjugate nondecreasing choice function

λ =< bi >i∈I , that belongs to the indexed family < Bi >i∈I , Bi ={1, ... ,n-k+1}
⊂ Ai , such that bi = ai -i+1, for any i ∈ I. Function κ is conjugate in respect to λ iff
λ is conjugate with κ.
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κ ←→ λ

m m
µ ←→ ν

Figure 1: Complement and conjugation relations between choice functions κ, λ,

µ and ν (←→ - conjugation relation, m - complement relation).

For given increasing choice function κ =< ai >i∈I that belongs to the in-
dexed family < Ai >i∈I we define a complementary increasing choice function

µ =< aj >j∈J , J ={1, ... ,n-k}, that belongs to the indexed family < Aj >j∈J , such
that ai 6= aj , for any i ∈ I, j ∈ J. Function κ is complementary in respect to µ iff µ is
complementary with κ.

For given choice functions κ, λ and µ there exists the unique choice function ν

which is equal to the conjugate nondecreasing choice function for µ and is
called the complementary nondecreasing choice function for λ.

Relationships between choice functions κ, λ, µ and ν are shown in diagram (Fig.1).
The number of different choice functions < a1, ..., ak−α, ak−α+1, ..., ak > with constant
sequence < a1, ..., ak−α >, 0 ≤ α ≤ k is a binomial coefficient :
1) C(n-ak−α, α ), for increasing choice functions, where a0 = 0;
2) C(n-ak−α + α -1, α), for nondecreasing choice functions, where a0 = 0;
Without lost of generality, for the rest of this paper we can put α = k.

Let us introduce now lexicographical order on the set of all choice functions of the
family < Ai >i∈I :

For given choice functions δ =< d1, ..., dk > and γ =< g1, ..., gk >, we say that
δ is less then γ according to the increasing lexicographical order, if and only if
there exists i ∈ {1, ... ,k}, satisfying di < gi, and dj = gj, for every j < i.

For given choice functions δ =< d1, ..., dk > and γ =< g1, ..., gk >, we say that
δ is less then γ according to the decreasing lexicographical order, if and only if
there exists i ∈ {1, ... ,k} satisfying di > gi and dj = gj, for every j < i.

There is one to one correspondence between any linearly ordered set of choice
functions S with cardinality |S| = s and linearly ordered set {0, 1, ..., s− 1}. If β ∈ S

then ρ(β) =x is called rank of β, where ρ is the ranking function. The function
ρ−1(x) = β is called unranking function.

Ranks of ρ(β) and ρ′(β) in lexicographical increasing and decreasing orders, re-

spectively, satisfy relation: ρ(β) + ρ′(β) =s-1.
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3. Algorithms for unranking increasing choice functions

In this section we assume combinations to be represented by increasing choice
functions.

In the algorithm UNRANKCOMB-A a table PTA is used, which includes a
part of a modified Pascal Triangle (see Table II). Each binomial coefficient C(n,k) is
mapped to the cell PTA[n-k+2,k] there.

TABLE II (Table PTA for: 1 ≤ k ≤ n ≤ nmax = 6)

i \ j 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 1 1 1 1 ...
3 2 3 4 5 ...
4 3 6 10 ...
5 4 10 ...
6 5 ...

In the algorithm given below table PTA is already given. The following restrictions
on pairs {n,k}, k ≤ n, should be taken into account during conctruction of this table
(2 and 3 optionally):

1) n ≤ nmax, where: nmax - is any natural number (size of the triangle);
2) (1 ≤ k ≤ kmax ≤ nmax) (columns from 1 to kmax);
3) 0 ≤ n-k=r ≤ nmax − kmin, (rows from 1 to r+2);
An algorithm of construction of the table PTA is obvious and therefore will be

omitted. Now we are ready to present our first unranking combination algorithm.

Algorithm UNRANKCOMB-A

Input : n, k, N (0 ≤ N ≤ C(n,k)-1) - number of the choice function κ in increasing
lexicographical order, table PTA[n,n] in which element PTA[r-k+2,k] containes value
C(r,k), for k-1 ≤ r ≤ n.

Output: table K[k] with choice function κ.

Method: Computations proceed with combinations ranks in decreasing lexicographi-
cal order. In order to determine K a ”divide and conquer” technique is used. In each
step 2.1 a subset of choice functions containing N’th combination is partitioned into
two blocks according to object ranks. If condition 2.1 is satisfied then next value K[i]
is obtained in step 2.1.1. In each iteration a new condition 2.1 is derived according
to the value PTA[t,m]as well as the combination rank N’ in a new subset. After n
iterations we get a unique output sequence.
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1. t:=n-k+1; m:=k; N’:=PTA[t,m]+PTA[t+1,m-1]-1-N;

2. repeat

2.1. if PTA[t,m] =< N’

then

2.1.1. K[k-m+1]:=n-t-m+2; N’:=N’-PTA[t,m]; m:=m-1;

else

2.1.2. t:=t-1;

until m=0;

3. return K.

Example 1

For n=6 and k=4 find 12th increasing choice function in the increasing lexicographical
order.

Solution:

Step 1:

t=3, m=4, N’=PTA[3,4]+PTA[4,3]-1-12=2

Step 2:

Step 2.1: PTA[3,4]= 5 > 2; Step 2.1.2: t=2.

m>0: Step 2.1: PTA[2,4]= 1 =<2; Step 2.1.1: K[1]=2, N’=1, m=3.

m>0: Step 2.1: PTA[2,3]= 1 =<1; Step 2.1.1: K[2]=3, N’=0, m=2.

m>0: Step 2.1: PTA[2,2]= 1 > 0; Step 2.1.2: t=1.

m>0: Step 2.1: PTA[1,2]= 0 =<0; Step 2.1.1: K[3]=5, N’=0, m=1.

m>0: Step 2.1: PTA[1,1]= 0 =<0; Step 2.1.1: K[4]=6, N’=0, m=0.

m=0:

Step 3:

return K.

The 12th increasing choice function in lexicographical order for n=6, k=4 is
< 2, 3, 5, 6 >. 2

Theorem 1

Algorithm UNRANKCOMB-A is correct and its asymptotic computational com-
plexity is O(n).

Proof

The set of all C(n,k) combinations can be shown in the form of a rooted ordered
tree of height k (see Fig.2). There are C(n-k+i,i) nodes with depth i. Each node
with depth i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k-1, has (n-k+i+1-t) descendants, where t is an integer label
for edge connecting given node with its ancestor (for root that have no ancestor we
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depth (level) 0 1 2 3 4 path

rank

--3-- 1 ---4-- 1 ---5-- 1 ---6-- 1 0

--4-- 1 ---5-- 1 ---6-- 1 1

--5-- 1 ---6-- 1 2

--6-- 1 3

--2-- 4 ---3-- 3 ---4-- 2 ---5-- 2 4

--4-- 1 ---5-- 1 ---6-- 1 5

--5-- 1 ---6-- 1 6

--6-- 1 7

--3-- 4 ---4-- 2 ---5-- 2 8

--5-- 1 ---6-- 1 9

--6-- 1 10

--4-- 3 ---5-- 2 11

--6-- 1 12

--5-- 2 13

ROOT ---1-- 15 ---2-- 10 ---3-- 6 ---4-- 3 14

Figure 2: Rooted ordered tree of all C(6,4) combinations (X - edge label,
X - node label, X - useless node label).
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assume t=0), and edges connecting given node with its descendants are labeled by
(t+1),(t+2), ... ,(n-k+i), respectively. In this way all nodes with depth i as well
as all paths are ordered in the tree. Traversing the tree in preorder and listing all
path from the root to subsequent leaves - by sequences of edge labels - is equivalent
to generation of all C(n,k) combinations in increasing lexicographical order. Let us
assign to all such paths their ranks in decreasing lexicographical order. Unranking
the combination with rank N in the tree is equivalent to finding in the tree a path
with rank N’ = C(n,k)-1-N. Every node of the tree has an integer label equal to the
sum of all leaves of ordered subtrees rooted in this node and all its siblings with depth
i following it. Each node label is a binomial coefficient. We determine the path with
rank N’ by determining a proper subtrees on consecutive levels starting from the root.
Rooted subtrees on ith level are viewed in decreasing order of their size (size means
in this case : the number of subtree leaves). In order to do this current rank of choice
function is compared with node labels C(r,k) taken from the cell PTA[r-k+2,k]. In
each level no more then (n-k+i-t) comparisons are made and before the next step
rank N’ is modified (step 2.1.1 of the algorithm).
Step 2.1 with the complexity O(1) is repeated O(n) times. Condition PTA[t,m] ≤ N
is satisfied k times and in each step 2.1.1, next item of the Nth k-subset is obtained.
Hence the total complexity of the algorithm is O(n). 2

Algorithm Kth COMBINATION [3] was the first algorithm for unranking com-
binations in which binomial coefficients were picked up from a suplementary table
DCM. However, this algorithm reveals two important shortcommings:

1) the presence of inner loop in the step 8.1.1.2 increases its time complexity to
O(nk), and

2) in order to allow multiple unranking for different pairs {n,k} setting initial
values of DCM coordinates in steps 6 and 7 has to be redefined.

Below we present new unranking algorithm UNRANKCOMB-B that belongs to
the same category as Kth COMBINATION but its time complexity is reduced to O(n)
and the suplementary table PTB is convenient for multiple unranking. Table PTB
has the form of the conventional Pascal Triangle: PTB[i,j]= PTB[j,i]= C(i+j-2,j-1),
for any i, j ≥ 1.

Algorithm UNRANKCOMB-B

Input : n, k, N (0 ≤ N ≤ C(n,k)-1) - number of the choice function κ in increasing
lexicographical order, table PTB[n,n] in which element PTB[r-k+1,k+1] containes
value C(r,k), for 0 ≤ k ≤ r ≤ n.

Output: table K[k] with choice function κ.

Method: Computations proceed with combinations ranks in increasing lexicographical
order. In order to determine K a ”divide and conquer” technique is used. In each step
2.1 a subset of choice functions containing Nth combination is partitioned into two
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blocks according to object ranks. If condition 2.1 is not satisfied then next value K[i]
is obtained in step 2.1.2. In each iteration a new condition 2.1 is derived according
to the value PTB[l,m] as well as the combination rank N in a new subset. After n
iterations we get a unique output sequence.

1. t:=n-k+1; m:=k;

2. repeat

2.1. if PTB[t,m] N

then

2.1.1. N:=N-PTB[t,m]; t:=t-1;

else

2.1.2. K[k-m+1]:=n-m-t+2; m:=m-1;

until m=0;

3. return K.

Example 2

For n=6 and k=4 find 12th increasing choice function in the increasing lexicographical
order.

Solution:

Step 1: t=3, m=4.

Step 2: Step 2.1: PTB[3,4]=10 <= 12; Step 2.1.1: N=2, t=2.

m>0: Step 2.1: PTB[2,4]= 4 > 2; Step 2.1.2: K[1]=2, m=3.

m>0: Step 2.1: PTB[2,3]= 3 > 2; Step 2.1.2: K[2]=3, m=2.

m>0: Step 2.1: PTB[2,2]= 2 <= 2; Step 2.1.1: N=0, t=1.

m>0: Step 2.1: PTB[1,2]= 1 > 0; Step 2.1.2: K[3]=5, m=1.

m>0: Step 2.1: PTB[1,1]= 1 > 0; Step 2.1.1: K[4]=6, m=0.

m=0: return K.

The 12th increasing choice function in lexicographical order for n=6,k=4 is <

2, 3, 5, 6 >. 2

Theorem 2

Algorithm UNRANKCOMB-B is correct and its asymptotic computational com-
plexity is O(n).

Proof

The set of all C(n,k) combinations can be shown in the form of a rooted ordered
tree of height k (see Fig.3).

There are C(n-k+i,i) nodes with depth i. Each node with depth i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k-1,
has (n-k+i+1-t) descendants, where t is an integer label for edge connecting given
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depth (level) 0 1 2 3 4 path

rank

--3-- 1 ---4-- 1 ---5-- 1 ---6-- 1 14

--4-- 1 ---5-- 1 ---6-- 1 13

--5-- 1 ---6-- 1 12

--6-- 1 11

--2-- 4 ---3-- 3 ---4-- 2 ---5-- 1 10

--4-- 1 ---5-- 1 ---6-- 1 9

--5-- 1 ---6-- 1 8

--6-- 1 7

--3-- 3 ---4-- 2 ---5-- 1 6

--5-- 1 ---6-- 1 5

--6-- 1 4

--4-- 2 ---5-- 1 3

--6-- 1 2

--5-- 1 1

ROOT ---1-- 10 ---2-- 6 ---3-- 3 ---4-- 1 0

Figure 3: Rooted ordered tree of all C(6,4) combinations (X - edge label,
X - node label).
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node with its ancestor (for root that have no ancestor we assume t=0), and edges
connecting given node with its descendants are labeled by (t+1),(t+2), ... ,(n-k+i),
respectively. In this way all nodes with depth i as well as all paths are ordered in
the tree. Traversing the tree in preorder and listing all path from the root to subse-
quent leaves - by sequences of edge labels - is equivalent to generation of all C(n,k)
combinations in increasing lexicographical order. Let us assign to all such paths their
ranks in increasing lexicographical order. Unranking combination with rank N in the
tree is equivalent to finding in the tree a path with rank N. Every node of the tree
has an integer label equal to the number of all leaves of ordered subtree rooted in
this node. Each node label is a binomial coefficient. We determine the path with
rank N by determining a proper subtrees on consecutive levels starting from the root.
Rooted subtrees on ith level are viewed in decreasing order of their size (size means
in this case : the number of subtree leaves). In order to do this current rank of choice
function is compared with node labels C(r,k) are taken from the cell PTB[r-k+1,k+1].
In each level no more then (n-k+i+1-t) comparisons are made and before the next
step rank N’ is modified (step 2.1.1 of the algorithm).
Step 2.1 with the complexity O(1) is repeated O(n) times. Condition PTB[t,m] ≤ N
is satisfied k times and in each step 2.1.2 next item of the Nth k-subset is obtained.
Hence the total complexity of the algorithm is O(n). 2

Both above algorithms are best in their categories. However their average per-
formance is relatively low if k ≪ n. This fact motivated us to develop an algorithm
with smaller asymptotic time complexity. Let us notice that values PTA[i, j] appear
in the jth column of PTA table in an increasing order with i. Therefore the searching
technique used for finding PTA[t,m] which satisfies condition 2.1 in the algorithm
UNRANKCOMB-A can be replaced by a binary search. In this way a ”divide and
conquer” technique is to be applied once more on the lower level to determine a
parameter required by the ”divide and conquer” on the higher level. Due to dif-
ferent construction of the table PTB the algorithm UNRANKCOMB-B can not be
modifified in this way.

The third unranking combination algorithm presented in this section,i.e. the algo-
rithm UNRANKCOMB-C is constructed on the basis of the algorithm
UNRANKCOMB-A. Similarly as in the previous algorithms we assume represention
of combinations by increasing choice functions.

Algorithm UNRANKCOMB-C

Input : n, k, N (0 ≤ N ≤ C(n,k)-1) - number of the choice function κ in increasing
lexicographical order, table PTA[n,n] in which element PTA[r-k+2,k] containes value
C(r,k), for k-1 ≤ r ≤ n.

Output: table K[k] with choice function κ.
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Method: Computations proceed with combinations ranks in decreasing lexicographi-
cal order. In order to determine K a ”divide and conquer” technique is used. In each
step 2.1 a subset of choice functions containing N’th combination is partitioned into
two blocks according to object ranks. PTA[t,m] used in step 2.2 is determined using
a binary search recursive procedure in step 2.1. Values K[i], 1 ≤ i ≤ k, are obtained
in k consecutive steps. After ith step the new combination rank N’ in a new subset is
computed. (Notation Trunc(x) denotes the integer part of x).

1. t=n-k+1; N’:=PTA[t,k]+PTA(t+1,k-1)-1-N;

2. for m=k downto 1 do

2.1. BS (N’,PTA,m,1,t,t);

2.2. K[k-m+1]:=n-t-m+2; N’:=N’-PTA[t,m];

3. return K.

procedure BS (N’,PTA,m,w,u,t)

4. t:= Trunc((w+u)/2);

5. if (N’ < PTA[t,m]) then

5.1. BS(N’,PTA,m,w,t-1,t)

else

5.2. if (N’ >= PTA[t+1,m]) then BS(N’,PTA,m,t,u,t);

6. return

Example 3

For n=7 and k=2 find 14th increasing choice function in the increasing lexicographical
order.

Solution:

Step 1: t=6, N’=PTA[6,2]+PTA[7,1]-1-14=6.

Step 2: m=2; Step 2.1: w:=1; u:=6.

Step 2.2: BS(6,PTA,2,1,6,6), return with t=4.

Step 2.3: K[1]=3, N’=0.

Step 2: m=1; Step 2.1: w:=1; u:=4.

Step 2.2: BS(0,PTA,1,1,4,4), return with t=1.

Step 2.3: K[2]=7, N’=0.

Step 3: return K.

The 14th increasing choice function in lexicographical order for n=7, k=2 is
< 3, 7 >. 2
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Theorem 3

Algorithm UNRANKCOMB-C is correct and its asymptotic computational com-
plexity is O(klogn).

Proof

General approach is the same as in algorithm UNRANKCOMB-A, hence correct-
ness of the method results directly the Proof of Theorem 1. Each binomial coefficient
C(n,k) is taken from the cell PTA[n-k+2,k].
Step 2 is repeated k times. Complexity of binary searching among n items is O(logn).
Since in each column of the PTA table we have at most log(n-m) binomial coefficients
the complexity of BS procedure is O(log(n-k)) ≤ O(logn). In this way the total com-
plexity of the algorithm UNRANKCOMB-C is O(klogn). 2

In particular cases of input data we obtain the following assesments of the com-
plexity of the algorithm UNRANKCOMB-C:

a) O(log2n), for k ≤ logn;
b) O(logn), for k ≤ C, where C is a constant.
Unranking algorithms with additional O(nk) space and preprocessing time used for

the construction of the suplementary table are good tools if computations are repeated
many times for various input data. For occasional usage only another algorithm
with ”reduced factorialing” technique can be applied with O(n) time complexity.
Relatively large constant is hidden in this assesment. Presented below algorithm
UNRANKCOMB-D is a version of the algorithm em UNRANKCOMB-A in which
binary coefficients are computed in each step using one of the following two formulas:

1) C(n-1,k) = (n-k)C(n,k)/n, and
2) C(n-1,k-1) = kC(n,k)/n.

Algorithm UNRANKCOMB-D

Input : n, k, N (0 ≤ N ≤ C(n,k)-1) - number of the choice function κ in increasing
lexicographical order.

Output: table K[k] with choice function κ.

Method: Computations proceed with combinations ranks in decreasing lexicographi-
cal order. In order to determine K a ”divide and conquer” technique is used. In each
step 3 a subset of choice functions containing N’th combination is partitioned into
two blocks according to object ranks. If condition 3.1 is satisfied then next value K[i]
is obtained in step 3.1.1. In each iteration a new condition 3.1 is derived according
to the value e and the combination rank N’ in a new subset. After n iterations we
get a unique output sequence.
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1. e:=C(n,k); N’:=e-1-N;

2. e:=(n-k)e/n; t:=n-k+1; m:=k; p:=n-1;

3. repeat

3.1. if e =< N’

then

3.1.1. K[k-m+1]:=n-t-m+2;

3.1.2. if e > 0 then

3.1.2.1. N’:=N’-e; e:=me/p;

3.1.3. m:=m-1; p:=p-1;

else

3.1.4. e:=(p-m)e/p; t:=t-1; p:=p-1;

until m=0;

4. return K.

Example 4

For n=7 and k=2 find 14th increasing choice function in the increasing lexicographical
order.

Solution:

Step 1:

e=C(7,2)=21; N’=6.

Step 2:

e=15; t=6; m=2; p=6.

Step 3:

Step 3.1: e=15 > N’=6; Step 3.1.4: e=10; t=5; p=5.

m>0: Step 3.1: e=10 > N’=6; Step 3.1.4: e= 6; t=4; p=4.

m>0: Step 3.1: e=6 = N’=<6; Step 3.1.1: K[1]=3;

Step 3.1.2: e=6>0:

Step 3.1.2.1: N’=0; e=3.

Step 3.1.3: m=1; p=3.

m>0: Step 3.1: e= 3 > N’=0; Step 3.1.4: e=2; t=3; p=2.

m>0: Step 3.1: e= 2 > N’=0; Step 3.1.4: e=1; t=2; p=1.

m>0: Step 3.1: e= 1 > N’=0; Step 3.1.4: e=0; t=1; p=0.

m>0: Step 3.1: e= 0 =<N’=0; Step 3.1.1: K[2]=7;

Step 3.1.2: e= 0.

Step 3.1.3: m=0; p=-1.

m=0:

Step 4:

return K.
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The 14th increasing choice function in lexicographical order for n=7, k=2 is
< 3, 7 >.2

Theorem 4

Algorithm UNRANKCOMB-D is correct and its asymptotic computational com-
plexity is O(n).

Proof

Correctness of the method results directly from the Proof of Theorem 1. Each bi-
nomial coefficient C(n,k) is obtained from one of the two formulas: 1) C(n-1,k)=(n-
k)C(n,k)/n; and 2) C(n-1,k-1)=kC(n,k)/n.
Step 3.1 with the complexity O(1) is repeated n times. Value C(n,k) in the step 1 can
be computed in O(k) time. Formulas 1) and 2) used for computing values e in steps
2, 3.1.2.1 and 3.1.4 can be evaluated in O(1) time. The condition e ≤ N’ is satisfied
k times and in each step 3.1.1 next item of the Nth k-subset is obtained. Hence, the
total complexity of the algorithm is O(n). 2

In comparison to other algorithms of this type the algorithm UNRANKCOMB-D
is faster then algorithm RANKCINV [1] which has O(nk) time complexity, and has
the same complexity and approximately the same constant as the algorithm CNR [11].
Both algorithms: UNRANKCOMB-D and RANKCINV deal with combination ranks
in decreasing lexicographical order while the algorithm CNR deals with combination
ranks in increasing lexicographical order.

Properties of all new algorithms presented above are gathered in Table III.

TABLE III

Algorithm Evaluation Linear Time Space
of binomial order complexity complexity
coefficients

UNRANKCOMB-A CT DL O(n) O(nk)
UNRANKCOMB-B CT IL O(n) O(nk)
UNRANKCOMB-C CT DL O(klogn) O(nk)
UNRANKCOMB-D RF DL O(n) O(k)

RF - Reduced Factorialing, CT - Coefficient Table,

IL - Increasing Lexicographical, DL - Decreasing Lexicographical

In the next section we show what typical applications of unranking combination

algorithms are.
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4. Applications

Some of applications of combination unranking algorithms were mentioned in the
Introduction. Among many usefull applications the following two are of our particular
interest:

1) unranking some other related combinatorial objects, like complementary in-
creasing choice functions, monotonic choice functions and ordered partitions, and

2) generation of combinatorial objects.

We deal with these applications throughout next four subsections.

4.1. Unranking complementary increasing choice functions

Increasing lexicographical order of increasing choice functions κ of the family
< Ai >i∈I does corresponde to decreasing lexicographical order of complementary
increasing choice functions µ of the family < Aj >j∈J . Hence, ρ(κ) = ρ′(µ).

This means that unranking combination algorithms can also be used for unrank-
ing complementary increasing choice functions (complementary combinations). For
large k, we can deal with (n-k)-subsets rather then with k-subsets. The approach
is straightforward: instead of Nth k-element increasing choice function in increasing
lexicographical order we need to determine N’th (n-k)-element increasing choice func-
tion in this order and then find the complementary increasing choice function. For
(n-k) ≪ n, using algorithm UNRANKCOMB-C is the best choice. In order to obtain
the complementary increasing choice function µ for given increasing choice function
κ we use following simple procedure:

procedure COMPCOMB (n, k, K[n-k], M[k])

1. i:=0; j:=1; p:=1;

2. repeat

2.1. if j=M[p]

then

2.1.1. p:=p+1;

else

2.1.2. i:=i+1; M[i]:=j;

2.2. j:=j+1;

until i=k;

Input choice function is written in the table K[k] while the output choice function

is written in the table M[n-k]. Although the procedure has O(n) time complexity the

constant of this assessment is low and in most practical applications it does not effect

on the total unranking computation time.
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4.2. Unranking other monotonic choice functions

of the family {1, 2, ..., n}k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n

The concept of a monotonic choice function of the family {1, 2, ..., n}k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n,
is introduced in [4] where also some relations beetween this class of choice functions
and choice functions representing number and set partitions are investigated.

Unranking algorithms developed in section 3 can be immediately applied for un-
ranking monotonic nondecreasing choice functions λ of {1, 2, ..., n}k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n.

There are to ways of solving this problem. The first one : instead of the Nth non-
decreasing choice function λ find the Nth combination k out of (n+k-1) items using
any unranking algorithm given in section 3, and then using the following conversion
procedure derive the corresponding nondecreasing choice function (written in a table
L[k]):

procedure CONJNDCF (k, K[k], L[k])

1. for i=1 to k do

1.1. L[i]:= K[i]-i+1;

If one prefere not to use the conversion procedure to the output of an algorithm
for unranking combinations we recommend modifying of any presented above un-
ranking algorithm by introducing the conversion into it. It can be done by replacing
the substitution K[k-m+1]:=n-t-m+2 performed in steps 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.2 and 3.1.1
of the algorithms UNRANKCOMB-A, UNRANKCOMB-B, UNRANKCOMB-C and
UNRANKCOMB-D, respectively with L[k-m+1]= n-l-k+2. On the input of each
algorithm input variable n must be replaced by n’=(n+k-1). Thus we obtain four
new algorithms for unranking nondecreasing choice functions : UNRANKNDCF-A,
UNRANKNDCF-B, UNRANKNDCF-C and UNRANKNDCF-D with complexities
O(n), O(n), O(klogn) and O(n), respectively.

As an example we present a pseudocode of the UNRANKNDCF-C algorithm.

Algorithm UNRANKNDCF-C

Input : n, k, N (0 ≤ N ≤ C(n+k-1,k)-1) - number of the choice function κ in increas-
ing lexicographical order, table PTA[n+k-1, n+k-1] in which element PTA[r-k+2,k]
containes value C(r,k), for k-1 ≤ r ≤ n+k-1.

Output: table L[k] with choice function λ.
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Method: Computations runs with nonincreasing choice function ranks in decreasing
lexicographical order. In order to determine L a ”divide and conquer” technique is
used. In each step 2.1 a subset of choice functions containing nonincreasing choice
function is partitioned into two blocks according to object ranks. PTA[t,m] used in
step 2.2 is determined using a binary search recursive procedure in step 2.1 ( the same
as in the algorithm UNRANKCOMB-C ). Values K[i], 1≤ i ≤ k, are obtained in k
consecutive steps. After ith step the new object rank N’ in a new subset is computed.

1. t=n; N’:=PTA[t,k]+PTA(t+1,k-1)-1-N;

2. for m=k downto 1 do

2.1. BS (N’,PTA,m,1,t,t);

2.2. L[k-m+1]:=n-t+1; N’:=N’-PTA[t,m];

3. return L.

Example 5

For n=7 and k=2 find 14th nondecreasing choice function in lexicographical order.

Solution:

Step 1: t=7, N’= PTA[7,2]+PTA[8,1]-1-14=13.

Step 2: m=2; Step 2.1: BS(13,PTA,2,1,7,7), return with t=5.

Step 2.2: L[1]=3, N’=3.

Step 2: m=1; Step 2.1: BS(3,PTA,1,1,5,5), return with t=4.

Step 2.2: L[2]=4, N’=0.

Step 3: return L.

The 14th nondecreasing choice function in lexicographical order for n=7, k=2 is
< 3, 4 >. 2

All derivative algorithms for unranking nondecreasing choice functions are faster
then the algorithm Kth MONOFU which has O(nk) time complexity.

If necessary, for large k, in order to reduce time of computations we can deal with
complementary nondecreasing choice functions.

Increasing lexicographical order of nondecreasing choice function λ of the family
< Ai >i∈I does corresponde to decreasing lexicographical order of complementary
nondecreasing choice functions ν of the family < Aj >j∈J . Hence, ρ(λ) = ρ′(ν).

This means that for (n-k) ≪ n method described in section 4.1. for unranking

complementary increasing choice functions is easy applicable for unranking nonde-

creasing choice functions: instead of Nth nondecreasing choice function in increasing

lexicographical order we need to determine N’th nondecreasing choice function in this

order and then find the complementary nondecreasing choice function.
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4.3. Unranking ordered partitions

In [13] a method of ranking ordered m-block partitions of the set {1,2, ... ,n} is
presented. A multinomial index for these partitions is there defined that consists of
m subindices corresponding to each block of partition. Each ith subindex is rank of
combination ki out of mi = (n − (k1 + ... + ki−1)) items, where ki is the power of
the ith block of partition. Ranking and unranking algorithms for ordered partitions
are given there using existing algorithms for ranking and unranking increasing choice
functions. Algorithms presented in this paper may be efficiently applied for this
aim. In many cases if m is large enough and the condition mi ≫ ki is satisfied the
algorithm UNRANKCOMB-C will be the best choice. In this case the complexity
of the algorithm for unranking ordered partitions can be significantly reduced to
O(mlog2n) or even O(mlogn).

Since unranking of ordered partitions consists of m independent steps each step

devoted to unranking exactly one block index we can easy obtain an unranking par-

allel algorithm employing m processors. This parallel version runs with the time

assessment O(log2n) or even O(logn).

4.4. Generation of choice functions

One particular but very important application area is generation of choice func-
tions representing various classes of combinatorial objects. We point out three appli-
cations of this type:

1) possibility construction adaptive and cost-optimal parallel algorithms for gen-
eration choice functions with any number of processors (obtained algorithms will be
better then existing algorithms for generation by unranking [1, 11]);

2) generation of ”irregular” subsets of choice functions [3, 4];
3) random generation of choice functions.
Generation choice functions by unranking is an alternative for generation methods

applying other generation techniques. The choice of the proper method depends on
the particular task. Since basic generation techniques are already known all details
of particular applications will be omitted in this paper. Positions given as references
are a good source for further study in this area.
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